
SBOX-eSUx Quick Guide

Content:

1) sBOX-eSUx
2) 1x USB3.0 to eSATA adapter 
3) 1x eSATA Cable
4) 1x USB3.0 extended cable
5) 1x Power cable
6) Keys – to lock the tray-less door slot

sBOX-eSUx Quick Reference

1) Remove the sBOX-eSU3/SUJ from its packaging.

2) To insert / remove HDD, simply open the HDD cage’s door, the HDD will come out, in reverse order put the 
HDD in then close the door until it latches.

3) To lock it use the supplied key to lock the door, so there won’t be an accident HDD being remove while it 
operated.

4) Connect the desire host port to your computer system (eSATA, USB3.0 or USB2.0)

5) Power the enclosure.

6) sBOX-eSUJ – JBOD: just a bunch of drive is a default mode, all HDDs insert will show up in Disk Utility or 
Disk Management and fully hot swap-able. Partition and format the volume with new HDD to suite the host 
OS , if the HDD insereted has data, system can access the data without further process

sBOX-eSU3 –  default mode of this enclosure is JBoD (similar to sBOX-eSUJ)
To set up a raid, there are TWO ways:
RAID GUI 
        For RAID GUI please refer to RAID5_GUI_User_Guide_v0 9.pdf

Without RAID GUI.
a. Turn off the enclosure, dial the rotary switch (back panel) to a desire raid mode: RAID0,1,3,5…
b. With a paper clip or ball pen press and hold the “Change Mode” recess switch, turn on the enclosure 

power.
c. Wait until the enclosure sound a beep, release the “Change Mode” switch
d. You should be able to see the new RAID volume(s) in disk management  (windows) or Disk Utility (MAC)
e. Partition and format the volume

Congratulation, you just create a RAID within 1 minute.
Note: To recreate a RAID, the existing RAID must return to JboD before it can re-configure to a new RAID set

For more info RAID levels – please refer to: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RAID#Standard_levels

If there is question, problem please contacts us:
Email: support@datoptic.com
Telephone: 800 266 7310 or 714 558 1808 (Int’l)
Web Chat: http://www.datoptic.com/lchat/chat.php

Thank you for choosing DAT Optic Inc.
DATOptic Team
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